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Credit(s) earned on completion of this course will 
be reported to AIA CES for AIA members. 
Certificates of Completion for both AIA members 
and non-AIA members are available upon request.

This course is registered with AIA CES for 
continuing professional education. As such, it 
does not include content that may be deemed or 
construed to be an approval or endorsement by 
the AIA of any material of construction or any 
method or manner of
handling, using, distributing, or dealing in any 
material or product.
___________________________________________
Questions related to specific materials, methods, and services will be 
addressed at the conclusion of this presentation.
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While there are mechanical and HVAC systems that we are asked to “value-engineer,” many HVAC systems are installed for owners that are in this for a 
long-term investment. This course focuses on the latter; this is an important topic on new-builds and retrofits, and it will be obvious why an increasing 
number of owners are choosing geothermal sourced HVAC systems.

When a client is building new, and wants to ensure a long-lasting, nearly tamper-proof system, they find that geothermal provides a long list of 
benefits that simply are not available in standard chiller plants or direct-expansion systems. Geothermal HVAC systems eliminate the need for cooling 
towers, outside condensers, and most other equipment that can clutter rooftops, or need to be placed outside the building. Outside equipment tends 
to be loud and maintenance-intensive. 

Most of the maintenance and service dollars are expended on cooling towers and outside equipment. Inside equipment tends to run better, because 
it’s protected from the elements. Cooling towers are labor-intensive, and with the recent CDC findings, quite a health and human safety risk. With the 
new data from the CDC on risks, many may choose geothermal to be insulated from such a liability as the threat of Legionnaires’ disease from infected 
cooling towers.

Government buildings use geothermal sourced HVAC systems for many of the reasons alluded to above. Some reasons that are not so obvious have to 
do with security. In an emergency event, having the equipment all-inside in a secured building makes the building more tamper-proof. Emergency 
Operations Centers (EOCs) and other government and Federal buildings are making the switch just for the security risk, and are finding tremendous 
bonuses of longevity and security.

Conversion of Large Buildings & Skyscrapers from Cooling Towers 
and Boilers to Geothermal Exchange
Course Description
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Learning
Objectives

1. Understand the different options/types of large scale geothermal exchange 
systems

2. Understand the various earth–coupled exchangers available in large projects
3. Understand the potential for thermal advantage on a geothermal grid
4. Understand the benefits and risks involved with different geothermal 

designs 
5. Understand the potential improvement of health and human safety factors 

of geothermal exchange systems
6. Understand the potential for expanding geothermal grids & longevity of 

equipment
7. Understand the ability of geothermal systems to storm harden facilities

At the end of the this course, participants will be able to:
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Learning Objectives for Design Professionals:
1. Understand the context and verbiage of the (geothermal) clean heating and 

cooling technology

2. Identify the importance, adaptability, and benefits of the technology as vital to 
infrastructure and building construction

3. Understand why the technology is important to health, human safety, and 
imperative industry goals

4. Internalize our collective capability and responsibility to make these changes

5. Leave with the intent to offer, specify, & apply the technology in every 
application going forward
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This course is designed to provide an educational overview for 
conversion of large buildings & skyscrapers from cooling towers and 

boilers to geothermal exchange
• Electrification of a building’s central HVAC system is required to reduce on-site greenhouse gas emissions. The 

answer is not always as simple as drilling boreholes for geothermal exchange.
•

Many of these mechanical rooms are located on the top floors of large buildings, near the roof for convenient 
connection the cooling towers, and for easy ventilation of combustion gases that are currently emitted from gas 
fired boilers and/or chiller equipment. Many of these clients are located in tight urban environments. 

•
This presentation will focus on overcoming some of the hurdles involved in electrification of skyscrapers and 
other large buildings in dense environments. Because most cooling towers, chillers, and boilers are located 
near the top floor of building, part of electrification requires that hydronic piping be run to the street level to 
utilize existing infrastructure as a heat sink and a heat source. 

•
There is a growing need for dewatering infrastructure such as below grade floors, parking garages, subway 
tunnels. These are operations that may be dual sourced for geothermal exchange.

•
This presentation will cover some of these heat exchange strategies and opportunities such as waste water 
thermal energy recovery, and the thermal capacity of water mains, etc. 
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Conversion of Large Buildings & Skyscrapers from 
Cooling Towers and Boilers to Geothermal Exchange

• This presentation is protected by US and International 
Copyright laws.

© EggGeothermal Consulting 2017
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Conversion of Large Buildings & Skyscrapers 
from Chillers and Boilers to Geothermal 

Exchange

“In the Master Design of mixed use communities, 
buildings & campuses, all facets of infrastructure must 

work as a single body, facilitating interconnections of the 
various systems.”

©EggGeoLLC 2019 10
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Much of NYC’s Capacity for HVAC Could be from Groundwater 
Extraction/Dewatering/Wastewater/Effluent Thermal Exchange
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Why Electric? Natural Gas is Abundant, right?
Reforming the Energy Vision (REV) 2030 Goals
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National Grid Slide

13

Air Source Heat-Pumps tend to “peak” in the 
winter, as well as the summer

Combination Gas-Heat & Electric-Cooling Peaks in the Summer
Ground Source Heat-Pumps Shave Both 

Summer and Winter Peaks
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Emissions Comparison Between Combustion and 
Electric Heat Pumps
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The Electric Grid is “Greening” Continuously



With GHP Technology, we eliminate peaks, and add 
load in the Winter

15

A Geothermal System:
• Reduces Summer 

Peak Electric Load
• Adds Winter Base 

Electric Load
Makes good use of 
electrical infrastructure
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Geothermal Fundamentals; Small or Large
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Identifying System Type (HVAC Side)

17© 2019 EggGeo Consulting

Distributed 
Heat Pumps 

or Central 
Energy Plant



Geothermal = Clean Heating & Cooling 
Overview Illustration: Thermal Grid on Ambient Loop/Main

“In the “Master 
Design” of mixed use 
communities, 
buildings & 
campuses, all facets 
of infrastructure 
must work as a 
single body, 
facilitating 
interconnections of 
the various 
systems.”
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Looking at the Large Geo-Exchange Efforts Ahead                          
for  Clean Heating & Cooling

Infrastructure Considerations:
• Utilities
• Water Wells
• Wastewater
• Water Mains
• Surface Water
• Parasitic Pumping & Power 

Consumption
• Centralized Strategies
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Moving Out of Silos, & Into Thermal Advantage

© 2019 EggGeo Consulting 20
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Stanford University Heat Recovery Potential

Heat Recovery 
Potential

Cooling
Heating

53%
88%

Cooling Load = 60,265,616 Ton-Hr (723,187) MMbtu

Heating Load = 610,205 MMbtu

“In our homes and offices, 
we are paying 

simultaneously to heat and 
cool different areas and 

processes. See what 
happens to efficiency when 

this energy is shared.” 



Location Satellite, NYC Building
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Close Up of Cooling Tower & Other Equipment

3,300 tons; about 10,000 GPM Fluid Exchange Flow
©EggGeoLLC 2019 22



To be “Electrification-Ready”,
Skyscrapers need thermal exchange at street level

Chillers , Boilers and Cooling 
Towers are often  on upper 
floors

Condenser-Water 
Pipes need to be 

run from top to 
bottom for 

thermal exchange 
with utilities

New Exchangers for connection 
to utilities 
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Surface Water Geothermal Exchange (Toronto 
Example)
Water drawn from Lake Ontario for 
the city’s potable water supply is 
now pumped from a deeper source, 
allowing its cooler and more stable 
temperature to be utilized for air 
conditioning before being added to 
the municipal water supply. The City 
of Toronto DLWC system employs 
three intake pipe lines, each five 
kilometers in length, laid on the bed 
of Lake Ontario. Surface Water 
Geothermal Exchange
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Toronto’s waterfront will include a distributed 
geothermal district system
The water could be warmer or 
cooler but, in general, it would be 
much closer to the temperature of 
the ground the pipes run through 
— the “ambient” in “ambient 
loop.” The water in the pipes 
wouldn’t take care of the heating 
or cooling: that job would be done 
by heat pumps.
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Master Planned Communities Can Utilize Geo-
Exchange Infrastructure; Ambient Community Loops

© 2019 EggGeo Consulting 26

Edge on Hudson

https://www.edgeonhudson.com/team/master-developers/


Wastewater and Effluent Discharge is Widely Used 
for Geothermal Exchange; This runs full sized piping
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Large Building Consider Low Hanging Fruit; 
Is there an alternative to standard digging & drilling?

© 2019 EggGeo Consulting 28



Potable & Ambient Water Distribution for Communities;
Clean Energy Exchange with GHPs
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The Valley Stream School Water-Main Pilot

• A pilot program using a twist on 
traditional geothermal systems 
to heat and cool  buildings at 
Valley Stream elementary school 
and has saved the district
thousands of dollars in electric 
bills, increased security and 
provided stable climate control.
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Approved by Oak Ridge National Labs
“Review of the data identified no conditions 
that would prevent the use of heat exchange 
outflow water for water supply. Inflow and 
outflow water quality conforms with 
applicable regulatory standards. There were 
no discernible differences between inflow and 
outflow water quality for any parameters…”

© 2019 EggGeo Consulting 31

https://www.dropbox.com/s/wittg499gdos6c2/ORNL%20TM%20%20Water%20Main%202017-382.pdf?dl=0


Low Viscosity + Health and Safety = Solutions

• Water alone is the best vehicle 
for carrying BTU energy.  

• As glycol is added, the “Prandtl
Number” goes up, denoting 
decreased heat transfer 
efficiency. Safe products like 
Propylene Glycol [PG] (or similar 
safety profiles/properties) can 
have superior heat transfer 
efficiency and lower viscosity 
(especially at cold temps) for 
hydronic systems.
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NYSERDA is testing products that will protect 
the Environment & save energy

©EggGeothermal Consulting 2018 & HRAI by Permission 33



The Valley Stream School Water-Main Pilot Some 
Construction images and details
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The Valley Stream School Water-Main Pilot Some 
Construction images and details
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The Valley Stream School Water-Main Pilot Some 
Construction images and details
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The Valley Stream School Water-Main Pilot Some 
Construction images and details
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The Valley Stream School Water-Main Pilot Some 
Construction images and details
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The Valley Stream School Water-Main Pilot Some 
Construction images and details
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Again: Often, Equipment will be atop buildings

Chillers , Boilers and Cooling Towers are on 
Top Currently

Water Pipes need to be run from top to 
bottom for thermal exchange with 

utilities

New Exchangers for connection 
to various utilities 



Addition of supplementary fluid exchanger (City Water; 
Wastewater; MTA, etc.)



Geo-Exchange & Electrification Ready Recommendation: 
Supplementary geo-infrastructure exchangers at central location

Anticipate & provide forethought as to the exchange facility/pump house that will go in, designing the proper pipe 
and connections that will allow the building to take advantage of these [future] services; MTA, wastewater, storm 
water, city water



Surface Water Exchange reduces first cost to 
balance summer/winter peaks on ambient loop
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Surface Water Exchange is Widely Used
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Below Frozen Surface Water Provides Abundant 
Heat Exchange
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King’s Mill Hospital’s Lake Plate Exchangers
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Similar to other hospitals, airports, etc.

© 2019 EggGeo Consulting 47

Bassett Hospital; Indeed the whole community  
can tap water’s potential Clean Energy 
Exchange for Heating & Cooling, etc.



Present-day water and energy systems are 
interdependent. This is the “Water-Energy Nexus”
Water is used in all phases of energy 
production and electricity generation. Water 
is used to transport energy. We can tap 
water’s potential.
1. Potable Water Mains
2. Rainwater (rain caught from the roof or other 

direct methods of rain capture),
3. Storm water (rainwater that has reached the 

ground or other hard surfaces on the ground 
such as roads, ovals and paddocks).

4. Irrigation and run-off (from sprinkler drainage, 
overspray and driveways).

5. Greywater (from the bath, shower, basin and 
maybe the kitchen).

6. Treated effluent (from a sewage treatment 
plant).

© 2019 EggGeo Consulting 48
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Chiller Energy Plants (CEP) must be hydronically
connected to the infrastructure at/under the street

©EggGeoLLC 2019 49



Subway (MTA) Dewatering Strategy

MTA Example is some distance away. It’s reasonable to 
investigate the possibilities for a study local to 40 West 
57th Street; perhaps work with MTA to add dewatering 
capacity? ©EggGeoLLC 2019 50



Office Buildings Would Tap the Dewatering 
Discharge Line

MTA Subway Dewatering Report

©EggGeoLLC 2019 51

https://www.dropbox.com/s/iklms08wgyx62pr/MTA%20Subway%20Feasibility%2020180208.pdf?dl=0


Wastewater Applications: Large & Small

• Article Link http://bit.ly/2ItRRhC
• https://youtu.be/UB8wQim1R1I

Sharc Animation
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District Level Wastewater Energy Exchange. This 
Includes Treated & Untreated Wastewater
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Stanford’s Example:  Sharing Energy within a 
structure/campus
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Groundwater Extraction/Dewatering/ 
Wastewater/Effluent Thermal Exchange

©EggGeoLLC 2019 55

Place an exchanger connection tap 
now for future opportunities.



Water Main Possibilities
City Water is brought in to energy exchanger: Energy is 
exchanged with the heat-pump & chiller equipment:

City Water BTU Exchange

Chiller Heat-Pump Energy Plant
©EggGeoLLC 2019 56



CEP development strategies in line with Electrification-
Ready for forward progress
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Addition of supplementary fluid exchanger (City Water; 
Wastewater; MTA, etc.)
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Electrification Recommendation: 
Supplementary geo-infrastructure exchangers

©EggGeoLLC 2019 59

Anticipate & provide forethought as to the Chiller Energy Plant (CEP) that will go in, designing the proper pipe and 
connections that will allow the building to take advantage of these [future] services; MTA, wastewater, storm water, 



Designing to Work Within Existing Water-Energy 
Infrastructure: 

©EggGeoLLC 2019 60

City water, wastewater, dewatering fluids (e.g. from the MTA [Subway]), aqueducts or conduits, coolant lines for 
other services, etc.



Plan to integrate the base load of the CEP or 
ambient water loop couple with infrastructure

Any groundwater pumped through chiller/heat pumps will help MTA & Electrification-Ready 
Efforts for this pilot study
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GHPs to fit every type of structure
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GHPs to fit every type of building
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Replacement Roof Top GHPs All Inside 100% Fresh Air (DOAS)



Extended Production Temperatures from 38F to 195 F 
from 40F heat source/ sink

• Specialized Heat Pump Chillers: 
Multi-Stack and Star 
Refrigeration Equipment

©EggGeoLLC 2019 64

Modular Chiller Packs



Electrification Recommendation: 
Supplementary geo-infrastructure exchangers 

(instead of cooling towers and Combustion Boilers)

Anticipate & provide forethought as to the Chiller Energy Plant (CEP) that will go in, designing the proper pipe and 
connections that will allow the building to take advantage of these [future] services; MTA, wastewater, storm water, 
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Trevor Day School Energy Piles
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Beneficial Re-use of Any Groundwater Extraction from 
Deep Wells and Well Points for Any Reason is perfect

MTA Subway Dewatering Report ©EggGeoLLC 2019 67
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Benefits of GEO:
Benefits include:
• No more outdoor equipment to replace
• No more boilers or related CO2 Emissions
• No more Cooling Towers
• More hurricane and storm resilient (no HVAC 

equipment outside)
• HVAC system longevity (a benefit of having 

equipment inside)
• Noticeably superior comfort and heating and 

cooling modes
• Remarkable system efficiency with standard 

equipment (Chillers & Heat Pumps)
• Geothermal Wells & Infrastructure Tie-Ins are 

permanent
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Other Benefits Related to Geothermal 
Infrastructure:
Benefits include:

• No more outside noise 
• No more condenser farms
• No more vandalism
• No more injuries
• No more refrigerant lines
• No more disconnects & 

associated circuits outside
• No more Legionella from 

Cooling Towers
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Learning Objectives for Developer & 
Consumers.  You should now:
1. Understand the context and verbiage of the (geothermal) clean heating and 

cooling  technology

2. Identify the importance, adaptability, and benefits of the technology as vital to 
infrastructure and building construction

3. Understand why the technology is important to health, human safety, and 
imperative industry goals

4. Internalize our collective capability and responsibility to make these changes

5. Leave with the intent to offer, specify, & apply the technology in every 
application going forward
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Providing Infrastructure Level GeoExchange
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Egg Geo’s part and a short history

©EggGeoLLC 2019 72

Early Contracting Days

In Full Swing

Now:
Consulting & Education



Geothermal Provides Benefits. 
Geothermal Provides Solutions.

Take-A-Ways:
1. Geothermal systems improve building comfort & performance
2. Geothermal systems increase Public Health & Safety
3. Geothermal systems provide greater energy–efficiency 
4. Geothermal Systems eliminate Boilers & Cooling Towers
5. Geothermal systems enable water savings (C/T Applications)
6. Geothermal systems increase longevity of equipment
7. Geothermal systems eliminate combustion heating 
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What We Do Now

• Validation
• Consulting
• Guidance
• Education
• Code Compliance
• Program Writing 
• Technical Steering
• Lectures/Speaking
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A Passion for Sharing Knowledge
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https://www.egggeo.com/
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